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ABSTRACT

For restructured electricity industries undergoing energy transition, designing
effective and efficient frequency control arrangements is a complex and ongoing
task that requires appropriate configuration of controllers, generator technical
connection requirements, market arrangements and wider policy settings. In this
paper, we provide an overview and assessment of these arrangements in Australia’s
National Electricity Market - a useful case study given its long-standing frequency
control ancillary services markets, yet recent challenges in maintaining secure
frequency control. We assess the performance of these evolving arrangements in
delivering improved frequency control outcomes, with particular regard to growing
renewable penetrations and evident tensions between mandatory requirements and
market-based incentives. Based on this assessment, we draw out four key insights on
designing frequency control arrangements as power system capabilities and needs
change: 1) Understanding control action interactions, 2) Implementing efficient
price formation and cost-allocation mechanisms, 3) Monitoring and assessing
service provision to enable participant remuneration based on service quality, and
4) Considering both regulatory and market mechanisms and their consequences
and interactions. In particular, the Australian experience highlights how the
pursuit of efficiency through market-oriented arrangements can create tensions with
regulatory requirements that, in some cases, may prove to be more effective and
resilient.
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FFR Fast frequency response
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NOFB Normal operating frequency band
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OFGS Over-frequency generation shedding
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1. Introduction1

As a consequence of growing momentum to address global warming and continually declining technology2

costs [1, 2], many power systems around the world are undergoing an energy transition in which significant3

capacity additions of variable renewable energy (VRE) and other inverter-based resources (IBR) are being4

accompanied by the progressive displacement and retirement of existing fossil fuel generation [3]. Such power5

systems are currently experiencing or expected to soon experience high instantaneous penetrations of VRE6

(i.e. beyond 50% of grid demand being met by VRE at any given time), which can pose technical challenges to7

the stable and secure operation of a power system [4, 5]. While several of these challenges have technological8

solutions of various maturities, configuring mechanisms in an effective and efficient manner across power9

system design layers, which span from how resources are controlled to how grid codes and markets are10

designed, remains an open and significant challenge [6, 7, 8].11

In this article, we focus on one aspect of power system security: control of AC frequency. Maintaining12

frequency near the nominal value of a power system (either 50 or 60 Hz) is contingent on the ongoing13

balance of active power supply and demand [9]. Power system frequency deviations are a consequence of14

instantaneous supply-demand imbalances, which typically occur as a result of the variability and uncertainty15

of generation and load [10]. System operators (SOs) achieve short-term active power balancing using reserve16

capacity [11]. Whilst there are many names for these reserves1, this article will focus on a common subset17

that responds to and mitigates frequency deviations over short timeframes (milliseconds to minutes). We will18

refer to such reserves as Frequency Control Services (FCS). If FCS are insufficient or inadequate, frequency19

may deviate beyond acceptable system limits and lead to equipment damage, load shedding, generator trips20

and cascading failures that lead to blackouts [14, 15].21

In electricity industries with competitive markets for energy and FCS, frequency control arrangements22

consist of control, regulatory and market-based mechanisms [8]. Control mechanisms specify the technical23

1The term balancing services is used in European systems [12], whereas the term operating reserves is widely used in North
America [13].
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requirements for FCS, whereas regulatory and market-based mechanisms are used to procure FCS from24

capable resources (i.e. generators, loads and network elements). Regulatory procurement mechanisms are25

often mandatory and include equipment standards, connection requirements and SO intervention, whereas26

market-based mechanisms are often voluntary and include remunerative schemes and contract or spot27

markets. Together, these mechanisms dictate the physical effectiveness and productive, dynamic and price28

formation and cost-allocation efficiencies of FCS provision and procurement. Well-designed arrangements29

should be effective and efficient, where the former entails sufficient and robust frequency response to meet30

physical power system requirements and the latter relates to frequency response being provided at low cost,31

both now and into the future [16, 17].32

Designing frequency control arrangements has become more complex over the past three decades.33

Many electricity industries have undergone some degree of restructuring, which has created a greater role34

for competitively-oriented decentralised decision-making [17]. The diverse outcomes of these restructuring35

processes and differences in the technical capabilities of resources have led to a wide range of frequency control36

arrangements across power systems [18], which have been reviewed and compared extensively within industry37

and academic literature [10, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. As such, the design problem can be complex as38

some system-specific arrangements may be required. Further complexity has been introduced by increasing39

penetrations of VRE and IBR. Conventional frequency control arrangements are being revisited as power40

systems transition towards greater levels of variability and uncertainty and towards a greater proportion41

of resources whose behaviour is dictated by control system design rather than inherent electromagnetic42

phenomenon such as inertial response [6, 26, 27, 28].43

In this paper, we provide insights and recommendations on designing more effective and efficient frequency44

control arrangements based on experience from the Australian National Electricity Market (NEM). The45

NEM is currently experiencing relatively high system-wide instantaneous VRE penetrations (just over 50%46

in 2020) and is expected to experience penetrations as high as 75-100% by 2025 [29, 30]. Both the speed47

at which system capabilities and needs are changing and the removal of mandatory requirements in 200148

as a part of a paradigm shift from obligation to remuneration for FCS have exposed design issues in the49

NEM’s frequency control arrangements, which were once arguably world-leading [31, 32]. However, demand50

response and some utility-scale and distributed VRE and IBR can and do offer FCS, and rule makers are51

adapting the NEM’s market design to harness advanced capabilities, such as fast frequency response (FFR),52

from these resources [33].53

Though the NEM is an electrically-isolated power system with a relatively simple energy-only market,54

the insights and recommendations from this paper are likely to be relevant to other power systems and55

interconnections as their existing conventional generation retires and VRE deployment levels increase.56

Based on our assessment of frequency control arrangements in the NEM, we offer four key insights to57

operators, regulators and market-bodies that include understanding control action interactions, promoting58

investment in FCS capability, monitoring, assessing and remunerating FCS performance, and considering59

both regulatory and market-based mechanisms in the design of effective and efficient frequency control60

arrangements during energy transition. Our analysis benefits from experience in the NEM that encompasses61

deteriorating frequency performance, the reintroduction of mandatory requirements and integrating higher62

shares of VRE. As such, it complements, or altogether contrasts, previous literature on frequency control in63

the NEM [31, 32, 34].64

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief overview of typical65

frequency control arrangements in restructured electricity industries and the main challenges faced in their66

design. We outline the NEM’s frequency control arrangements and its noteworthy features in Section 3.67

In Section 4, we analyze the performance of the NEM’s frequency control arrangements in responding to68

the challenges explored in Section 2, with primary frequency response and regulation (secondary frequency69

response) services in the NEM as case studies. Based on our analysis, we conclude by identifying four key70

insights from the Australian experience that may assist in improving the efficiency and effectiveness of71

frequency control arrangements both in the NEM and in restructured electricity industries with competitive72

markets for FCS.73
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2. Context74

2.1. Conventional frequency control schemes75

SOs typically employ hierarchical and sequential frequency control schemes. In most power systems,76

such schemes implicitly include inertial response and explicitly define FCS such as primary frequency77

response (PFR), secondary frequency response (SFR) and tertiary frequency response (TFR). In general,78

once frequency has deviated from the system nominal value, synchronous machines provide an inertial79

response that is inherent and immediate in slowing the rate of change of frequency (RoCoF). Within seconds,80

generators and/or loads provide autonomous and decentralised control action through PFR [35, 36]. PFR81

arrests the frequency deviation to enable the slower and more centralised control actions of SFR and TFR82

to return the power system frequency to its nominal value [37, 38]. Should system frequency continue to83

rise or fall beyond the system’s allowable limits, emergency protection schemes such as under-frequency load84

shedding (UFLS) and over-frequency generation shedding (OFGS) relays may be triggered. In some systems,85

RoCoF relays are also used to prevent high RoCoFs from tripping or damaging equipment and to contain86

frequency nadirs and zeniths [39, 40, 41].87

2.2. Procurement of frequency control services88

Restructured electricity industries with competitive markets for energy differ in their approaches89

to procuring FCS. Whilst some FCS may be mandated by regulatory mechanisms such as connection90

agreements, many restructured electricity industries have elements of competition in the procurement of91

FCS. In electricity industries with decentralised or self-dispatch (e.g. European markets), FCS markets are92

decoupled from energy market platforms. Balance responsible parties are incentivised to balance their energy93

portfolio through mechanisms that allocate the cost of FCS [17, 22]. The SO procures FCS days, weeks or94

months in advance to address residual imbalances through bilateral contracts or tendering processes [25, 42].95

In electricity industries with centralised unit dispatch (e.g. North American ISO/RTO markets), an area or96

system-wide requirement for FCS is determined by the SO, who is responsible for system security. Typically,97

FCS markets are co-optimised with the day-ahead and/or real-time energy markets and load-serving entities98

are responsible for purchasing or self-providing their share of FCS [20].99

2.3. Challenges in designing frequency control arrangements100

Previous literature has explored the key design considerations for frequency control arrangements.101

Rebours et al. [16] outlines design principles for centralised dispatch markets related to the following102

arrangement features:103

1. FCS procurement;104

2. Price formation, which when efficient should lead to FCS prices not only reflecting the true cost of the105

service, but also its true value to the system; and106

3. Allocation of the cost of FCS.107

van der Veen and Hakvoort [17] build upon this work to provide a more comprehensive treatment of frequency108

control arrangement design variables, performance criteria and the trade-offs between these, with a focus109

on the design challenge in European bilateral markets. Both Rebours et al. [16] and van der Veen and110

Hakvoort [17] emphasise that good arrangement design may lead to efficient and effective frequency control111

arrangements but focus on economic efficiency.112

Ela et al. [38], Billimoria et al. [6] and Mancarella and Billimoria [8] recognise that frequency113

control arrangements are typically composed of a mixture of market-based and regulatory mechanisms for114

procurement that are compatible with the physical needs of the power system. However, finding the ’best’115

combination of these options is challenging due to:116

1. The trade-off between efforts to improve the economic efficiency of FCS provision, and the degree of117

visibility and immediate control available to the SO [16]. In many jurisdictions, a system requirement118

that is determined by the SO is met by market participants who offer limited reserve capacity with119

assumed response capabilities. However, the actual response provided by a market participant may120

deviate from that assumed. Furthermore, in the case of complex faults or events, the SO may have a121

limited set of emergency tools beyond UFLS, OFGS and RoCoF relays to respond to supply-demand122

imbalances that exceed an "efficient" system requirement;123
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2. The trade-offs associated with the fungibility of FCS. Market-based mechanisms will work best when124

FCS are "discrete" commodities and fungible. However, this ignores the wide “spectrum” of technical125

capabilities of resources. Favouring fungibility may restrict or fail to incentivise higher quality provision126

and thus may lead to an inefficient overall outcome [43, 44];127

3. The public good characteristics of power system frequency. The introduction of competitive markets can128

hamper the coordination and cooperation required to provide effective frequency control. Furthermore,129

where FCS markets have been implemented, these characteristics have implications on FCS price130

formation and cost allocation [6, 16], and therefore the efficiency of FCS markets;131

4. The overlap between energy and FCS provision. The latter has traditionally been considered a capacity132

mechanism that is ancillary to the former. This may be reflected in the price of FCS relative to the133

price of energy; and134

5. The pace of the energy transition that is being observed in power systems around the world. VRE and135

other IBRs are asynchronous and offer both challenges and opportunities to conventional frequency136

control arrangements designed for power systems historically dominated by synchronous generators.137

Such challenges include efficiently managing the variability and uncertainty of VRE [10, 32, 45], and138

operating power systems with higher RoCoFs due to reduced system inertial response and with fewer139

resources offering conventional FCS [27, 39, 46, 47, 48]. However, if their control systems are configured140

appropriately, IBR also offer opportunities such as tunable FFR and an inherent response that strongly141

resembles the inertial response provided by synchronous machines2 [28, 56, 57]. Following a contingency142

event in a low-inertia power system, these rapid responses can mitigate higher RoCoFs, which when143

unabated can lead to deeper frequency nadirs and zeniths and the subsequent activation of UFLS or144

OFGS [54, 58, 59].145

3. Frequency control arrangements in the Australian National Electricity146

Market147

3.1. Overview of the NEM148

The NEM consists of five regions corresponding to the eastern and southern Australian states of New149

South Wales (NSW), Queensland (QLD), Victoria (VIC), South Australia (SA) and Tasmania (TAS) (Figure150

1). In 2019, the NEM serviced a total electricity consumption of approximately 206 TWh/year and a peak151

demand of approximately 34 GW across a ’stringy’ network over 5000 kilometres long with relatively weak152

interconnection between regions through interconnectors [44, 60]. As high voltage DC transmission connects153

the island of Tasmania to the mainland state of Victoria, the NEM consists of two synchronous areas operated154

at a nominal frequency of 50 Hz: the mainland states and Tasmania. Due to the large distances involved,155

the NEM is not electrically connected to other markets.156

The NEM is a single platform (real-time) energy-only market with no explicit capacity mechanisms.157

Unit commitment is managed by market participants, who submit offers for energy and Frequency Control158

Ancillary Services (FCAS) in price-quantity pairs. Security-constrained economic dispatch is run every five159

minute to co-optimise the provision of energy and FCAS with regards to technical feasibility and cost [62, 63].160

This process produces zonal marginal prices for energy and FCAS.161

3.2. FCAS Markets162

The NEM’s competitive FCAS markets consist of eight separate FCAS products that can be classed as163

regulation FCAS or contingency FCAS, with the former responsible for control when frequency is within the164

normal operating frequency band (NOFB) and the latter for when frequency deviates outside the NOFB165

after an event (see Table 2). This is similar to arrangements in many ISO/RTO markets, where FCS are166

divided into event and non-event reserves [10].167

Regulation and contingency FCAS are typically procured for and from all regions of the NEM in the168

absence of binding network constraints. Local requirements for FCAS procurement apply to Tasmania and169

2The terms virtual, emulated and synthetic inertia have been used in the literature to refer to a proportional active power
response to RoCoF. However, these terms do not distinguish whether the inverter control scheme provides an inherent response
(i.e. from inverters operated as a voltage source which are commonly referred to as grid-forming inverters [49, 50, 51, 52]) or
a controlled response following frequency measurement [53, 54, 55].
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Figure 1: Regions/states and transmission in the NEM. Source: Australian Energy Market Commission [61].

to the other regions of the NEM if they experience network constraints, are at risk of separation or when170

islanded3 [66, 67]. FCAS providers are paid for enablement (the capacity to respond to frequency deviations)171

regardless of whether FCAS is required and delivered [31, 32, 68].172

3From 2015-2019, the Tasmanian and mainland contingency FCAS markets were separated on average for 40% of the time
due to the technical limitations of the high voltage DC interconnector [64]. However, if the interconnector flow is within the
appropriate operating envelope, NEM-wide FCAS procurement is possible as the interconnector’s frequency controller enables
FCAS transfer between the mainland and Tasmania [65].
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Table 2
Frequency control ancillary services in the National Electricity Market. Sources: [31, 32, 58, 66, 67, 68, 69]

Product Control Action Procurement Timeframes

Regulation
(raise &
lower)

Centralised control through
AEMO Automatic Generation
Control, which adjusts unit set
points

Minimum capacity enablement
with dynamic additional reserve
setting based on time error for
every dispatch interval

Unit set points adjusted
by AGC every 4 seconds
over dispatch interval

6-second
Contingency
(fast raise &
lower)

Decentralised control response to
locally-measured frequency,
typically delivered through droop
settings in governors or inverters
or frequency-responsive loads
(raise only)

Capacity enablement based on
size of largest generator (raise)
or load block (lower), minus
assumed load relief for every
dispatch interval

Full response delivered by
6 seconds after frequency
has left NOFB and orderly
transition to 60-second
service

60-second
Contingency
(slow raise &
lower)

Full response delivered by
60 seconds after frequency
has left NOFB and orderly
transition to 5-minute
service

5-minute
Contingency
(delayed
raise &
lower)

Response pre-configured by
AEMO but triggered in response
to locally-measured frequency.
Typically consists of unit control
systems increasing or decreasing
set points with sustained
frequency deviation

Capacity enablement based on
size of largest generator (raise)
or load block (lower), minus
assumed load relief and
corresponding Regulation FCAS
procurement for every dispatch
interval

Full response delivered by
5 minutes after frequency
has left NOFB and
sustained until frequency
returns to NOFB or 10
minutes has elapsed

3.3. NEM Operation and Governance173

The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) is responsible for the operation of the market and174

power system in the NEM in accordance with the National Electricity Rules (NER). They act as a single175

buyer of dynamically-determined volumes of FCS and seek as best possible to allocate costs to market176

participants based on a ’Causer Pays’ principle [68]. The Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC)177

is responsible for making or amending rules for the NEM. Both AEMO and the AEMC provide operational178

and strategic advice to the Energy Security Board (ESB), which is responsible for coordinating market179

oversight and longer-term reform such as the ongoing post-2025 NEM market design framework. As the180

market regulator, the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) monitors compliance with and enforces the NER.181

3.4. Features of NEM frequency control arrangements182

Below, we highlight some of the noteworthy features of the NEM’s frequency control arrangements that183

complement or contrast previous analyses in [31], [32] and [34].184

3.4.1. Control mechanisms:185

• There is no explicit TFR FCS in the NEM. Security-constrained economic dispatch is run every five186

minutes and is expected to relieve PFR and SFR and address supply-demand imbalances [69].187

• PFR from contingency FCAS is only required to respond to frequency deviations outside the NOFB188

(50 ± 0.15 Hz). When FCAS markets were implemented in the NEM in 2001, mandatory PFR around189

a tight deadband of ±50 mHz was removed from the NER [70]. Since then and prior to 2020, there190

was no explicit procurement or requirement for tight-deadband PFR provision within the NOFB. The191

decline in the provision of tight-deadband PFR in the NEM is discussed further in Section 4.1.192

• The mainland synchronous area is controlled as one balancing area by AEMO’s AGC (i.e. no tie-line193

biased SFR) despite limited interconnection between adjacent regions [71]. AGC control performance194

is discussed further in Section 4.2.195
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3.4.2. Market mechanisms:196

• There are relatively few limits imposed on FCAS participation. FCAS can be provided by any tech-197

nology through variable, switched or hybrid controllers [72]. Furthermore, regulation and contingency198

FCAS products are unbundled into raise and lower services, and contingency FCAS products are199

unbundled based on response time. All of these features improve the potential for participation and200

competition in FCAS markets, though market participants can and often are enabled to provide201

multiple FCAS. For example, large or aggregated loads participate in all three raise contingency FCAS202

markets.203

• FCAS unbundling has enabled a ’Causer Pays’ cost allocation framework. Raise contingency FCAS204

costs, which are incurred as insurance for the failure of a generator, are distributed amongst generators205

in proportion to their generation in the trading interval. Similarly, lower contingency FCAS costs are206

distributed amongst loads based on their consumption in a trading interval. A complex methodology207

is used to calculate monthly, portfolio-wide Causer Pays contribution factors (outlined in [73] and208

summarised in [32]) that determine how regulation FCAS costs are allocated to market participants.209

We discuss the issues associated with this methodology in Section 4.2.210

• The NEM co-optimises FCAS that respond within similar timeframes. In the absence of constraints,211

the volume of 5-minute delayed contingency FCAS procured is reduced by the volume of regulation212

FCAS enabled [66].213

3.4.3. Regulatory mechanisms:214

• Connecting generators negotiate the frequency response capability of their plant between a minimum215

access standard and an automatic access standard, the latter guaranteeing network access to the216

applicant. A suite of generator standards for frequency response were added to the NER in October217

2018 and apply to any newly-connecting generation. These standards include minimum frequency218

disturbance ride-through times, automatic generation output reduction following extreme over-219

frequency events and the capability to operate in a frequency response mode with a proportional220

response4 [75].221

• Transmission Network Service Providers (TNSPs) are required to address any inertia shortfalls222

identified by AEMO within the NEM region in which they build, maintain, plan and operate the223

transmission network. AEMO’s assessment considers whether an islanded region can be securely224

operated following a contingency event. Shortfalls can be reduced by special protection schemes (e.g.225

disconnection of load following interconnector trip) and the provision of FFR, but they must ultimately226

be met by providers of inertial response [76, 77].227

4. Insights from the National Electricity Market228

4.1. Declining tight-deadband primary frequency response229

When FCAS markets were implemented in 2001, mandatory tight-deadband PFR was superseded by two230

types of PFR: voluntary PFR within the NOFB and competitive procurement for PFR outside the NOFB231

in the form of contingency FCAS [70].232

As such, the NEM’s frequency control scheme deviated from what has been argued to be international233

best practice as it only explicitly specified and procured wide-deadband PFR (i.e. deadband of ±150 mHz)234

[70]. In contrast, ENTSO-E specifies that PFR providers have a deadband no greater than ±10-15 mHz235

depending on the control area [78] and FERC Order 842 mandates all newly-connecting generation in US236

interconnections to operate frequency-responsive control equipment with maximum deadbands of ±36 mHz237

[79].238

In recent years in the NEM, the lack of an incentive or requirement for tight-deadband PFR and perceived239

disincentives to its provision (through Causer Pays contribution factors discussed further in Section 4.2) has240

4In addition to these standards, newly-connected generation may install a synchronous condenser under the ’do no harm’
requirements outlined in the NER if they are determined to have an adverse impact on system strength. Particularly when
fitted with a rotating mass or flywheel, these synchronous condensers can also provide inertial response [74].
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led to many synchronous generators that once provided tight-deadband PFR to widen deadbands or install241

control systems that block or dampen PFR from the speed governor within the NOFB [80]. Furthermore,242

many VRE generators were deployed in the NEM and connected with inverter control systems that were243

unresponsive to any frequency deviations other than the most serious.244

The extent to which tight-deadband PFR provision had declined in the NEM and the consequences of245

this became clear to AEMO following a major power system incident on the 25th of August 2018 [81]. Prior246

to the event, the QLD region was exporting ∼900 MW to the rest of the NEM. Around 13:11:41, lightning247

strikes at the QLD-NSW interconnector resulted in the QLD region being separated from the rest of the248

NEM with excess supply. The SA region was exporting ∼200 MW prior to the event and following QLD’s249

separation, this increased by more than 200 MW in response to under-frequency. The sudden increase in250

active power flow triggered an emergency scheme that disconnected SA from the NSW-VIC synchronous251

area, resulting in local over-frequency.252

There were diverse responses from various generators following the double separation event. While many253

synchronous generators provided some form of PFR though not enabled for FCAS, their response was254

withdrawn by their load controllers in several cases so that the unit could return to its dispatch target (e.g.255

green and pink lines in top frame of Figure 2). Wind and solar farms were either unresponsive, tripped due to256

protection settings in their inverters, or reduced their active power output in line with performance standards257

negotiated in their connection agreements (middle and bottom frames in Figure 2). AEMO attributed slow258

frequency recovery and under-frequency load shedding in NSW and VIC to insufficient PFR from generators259

and a lack of appropriate contingency FCAS within the islanded regions. Over 50% of fast and slow raise260

contingency FCAS needed in NSW-VIC was enabled in SA and QLD, whilst QLD had no lower FCAS261

enabled to respond to over-frequency5 [81].262

Prior to this incident, deteriorating control of frequency within the NOFB was of concern to AEMO and263

the AEMC, and trials and investigations were recommended to inform the design of an incentive for tight-264

deadband PFR provision [84]. However, this separation event demonstrated the "urgent need for regulatory265

changes to arrest the ongoing decline in frequency performance in the NEM" and to enhance "the resilience266

of the NEM to similar major disturbances", with AEMO submitting a rule change proposal for all capable267

generators in the NEM to provide mandatory PFR with a maximum deadband of ±0.015 Hz (i.e. 10% of268

the NOFB) [70].269

This rule was incorporated into the NER in 2020 as a temporary arrangement, with the addition of a270

’sunset’ after three years to demonstrate the AEMC’s commitment to investigating incentives or market-271

based mechanisms for tight-deadband PFR [80, 85]. AEMO has specified PFR settings, including maximum272

droop and response time, but is unable to require generation to reserve headroom for PFR [86].273

4.2. Performance and efficiency issues of regulation services274

For SFR provided by regulation FCAS within the NOFB to be effective, the dynamics of the system need275

to accommodate slower SFR control action and the centralised secondary controller (in the NEM, AEMO’s276

AGC) needs to be properly configured. Prior to the introduction of mandatory PFR in the NEM, AEMO277

observed no significant improvement in NOFB frequency stability despite several increases in the minimum278

volumes procured for regulation FCAS in 2019 [70]. This is likely due to:279

• A lack of fast and decentralised tight-deadband PFR supporting slower SFR;280

• Inappropriate control signals being calculated within the AGC due to the use of rate limiters to account281

for ramping constraints, signal filtering and generator controller models that do not accurately reflect282

a unit’s frequency response [87]. The latter is the consequence of an absence of control coordination283

between market participants and AEMO; and284

• Variable communication delays between individual unit controllers and AEMO’s AGC system, and285

disparate response times from generators.286

5AEMO is currently investigating appropriate regional requirements for FCAS, particularly for contingency FCAS in the
terminal regions of QLD and SA [29, 82]
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Figure 2: Active power output of QLD super-critical coal generators (top), SA solar PV farms (middle) and SA wind farms
(bottom). The response of an individual generator is denoted by solid lines (obtained from 4-second AEMO SCADA data
using NEMOSIS [83]). None of these generators are enabled for FCAS. The red dashed line in each frame is the regional
frequency as measured by high-speed (1-second) phasor measurement units.
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Furthermore, the control of all mainland regions as one balancing area can be problematic in the event287

of separation. AGC control of regulation FCAS enabled in islanded regions may exacerbate local frequency288

deviations when responding to the AGC frequency reference. This was the case during the double separation289

event on the 25th of August 2018, in which the AGC instructed raise regulation FCAS generators in QLD290

and SA to respond to under-frequency in the AGC frequency reference despite local over-frequency (Figure291

3). Such incorrect control action can occur until AEMO is able to manually reconfigure the AGC to treat292

each island as a control area - a process which can take up to 15 minutes [81].293
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Figure 3: Regional phasor measurement unit frequency data and AGC reference frequency data from AEMO’s NSW control
centre (obtained using NEMOSIS [83]) during the power system event on the 25th of August, 2018. Note that the AGC
reference frequency deviates in the opposite direction to local frequency in QLD and SA.

Over time, inefficiencies in regulation FCAS procurement and cost-allocation have also become apparent.294

Regulation FCAS procurement in the NEM is dynamic beyond a minimum volume, but the dynamic295

component is based on the system time error [67]. Time error control is largely unnecessary as modern clocks296

no longer rely on power system frequency to keep the time [16]. Furthermore, whilst AEMO is required to297

control the NEM within a certain limit of time error, time error limits have been relaxed in recent years [88].298

Given that time error is no longer prioritised as a control objective, forecast uncertainty, inherent variability299

and better measures of sustained frequency deviation (e.g. mean absolute error as suggested by Riesz et al.300

[32]) may be more suitable for dynamic regulation FCAS procurement.301

Regulation FCAS costs are allocated to market participants based on their contribution factor, a302

calculation which represents the extent to which the participant has contributed to the need for regulation303

FCAS through a deviation from a dispatch trajectory. Though the calculation methodology assigns weights304

to a generator or load’s dispatch trajectory deviation based on the AGC regulation direction and mileage305

requirement every 4 seconds, the disincentive for dispatch deviation suffers from a disconnect to causation.306

This is because the contribution factors of a generator or load are averaged over a 5-minute dispatch interval,307

summed over a 28-day period and then within a market participant’s portfolio [73, 84, 89].308

The aggregation of contribution factors enables a unit to offset antagonistic deviations with assisting309

deviations due to the provision of tight-deadband PFR. However, the complexity and opacity of the310
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methodology and cost-allocation process has contributed to the withdrawal of tight-deadband PFR in the311

NEM. Several generators have disabled governor response in the NOFB in the belief that dispatch adherence312

alone will minimise Causer Pays liabilities [87]. It is likely that a complete redesign of regulation FCAS Causer313

Pays is necessary to better align (dis)incentives with cost-causation and frequency control performance.314

4.3. NEM assessment and outlook315

Though the introduction of competitive FCAS markets in 2001 initially resulted in significantly lower316

FCAS prices in the NEM [31, 32], volume-weighted average FCAS prices, particularly those for raise317

regulation and contingency services, have increased relative to the volume-weighted average energy price318

since 2016 (Figure 4). Furthermore, the increases in minimum regulation FCAS volumes and reductions319

in assumed load relief in 2019 have raised the procured volumes of regulation and contingency FCAS,320

respectively. Together, these factors have contributed to higher NEM-wide FCAS costs [90]. While quarterly321

FCAS costs were less than 1% of quarterly total NEM costs in 2015, 75% of all quarters from 2017 to 2019322

had FCAS costs that were between 1-2% of total NEM costs [60].323
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Prior to the implementation of mandatory PFR, higher NEM FCAS costs were arguably not accompanied324

by an improvement in frequency control performance. Alongside deteriorating frequency control performance325

within the NOFB (Figure 5), AEMO has expressed a loss of confidence in the NEM’s resilience to complex326

power system events, such as the double separation incident on the 25th of August 2018 [70]. These events are327

typically more severe than the ’credible’ contingency events (i.e. N-1 contingency) that dictate the volume328

of contingency FCAS procured.329

Since the implementation of the mandatory PFR, settings specified by AEMO have been applied to the330

governors of large synchronous generators (>200MW). Despite the absence of requirements for maintaining331
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Figure 5: Normalised distribution of mainland frequency within the NOFB in 2005 and 2018. Reproduced from [82]

headroom and/or footroom, preliminary analysis by AEMO6 suggests that mandatory PFR has delivered332

better control of frequency within the NOFB (see Figure 6) and reduced excursions beyond the NOFB [91].333

Figure 6: Daily frequency distributions from 1st of September 2020 to 20th of January 2021. Some initial PFR setting
changes were made in late September 2020 and many generators moved to final settings in late October 2020. Source:
Australian Energy Market Operator [91].

This initial success may be a result of the headroom maintained by these generators for risk management334

purposes (e.g. defending contract positions) and any headroom made available to the system through the335

displacement of more expensive synchronous capacity by VRE [92, 93]. Given that several large synchronous336

generators are expected to retire in the coming decades [94], continuing to rely on this "free" headroom337

6We note that AEMO is currently preparing a more comprehensive assessment of the various costs and benefits associated
with mandatory PFR [85], though it has yet to be implemented for VRE as inverter control system software changes are being
trialed [91].
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(and any available footroom) into the future may reduce the potential resilience benefits of widespread,338

tight-deadband PFR and place a greater burden on generators that do reserve headroom and hence respond.339

Presently, several operational and market changes are being considered for FCS in the NEM. AEMO is340

investigating the use of dispatch constraints to [95]:341

• Procure contingency FCAS volumes based on system inertia;342

• Apply regional contingency and regulation FCAS requirements; and343

• To limit the amount of switched contingency FCAS procured. Switched FCAS has a number of344

limitations compared to governor-like control [96].345

These additional constraints will likely improve the effectiveness of frequency control arrangements but346

may lead to higher FCAS costs. Furthermore, the AEMC has made a draft rule to introduce raise and347

lower contingency markets for FFR by mid 2024, each with a likely response time of 1 second [33, 97].348

Whilst AEMO has highlighted that potential stability issues and interconnector maloperation will need to349

be managed (e.g through delivery caps or provision constraints) [91], these FFR markets, along with the350

ESB’s proposals for short-term scheduling and/or procurement of inertial response [98], will likely improve351

AEMO’s operational toolbox for managing a low-inertia NEM.352

4.4. Reactive regulatory requirements353

Despite a broad set of FCS markets, there is a high degree of reliance on regulatory mechanisms in354

the NEM. Performance standards and mandatory PFR enforced by connection requirements in the NEM355

have recently been aligned with international grid-codes [99]. As argued by TNSPs and AEMO during the356

mandatory PFR rule change process, near-universal widespread provision of frequency control should lead357

to relatively low costs for individual participants and be outweighed by greater visibility and certainty for358

AEMO alongside the system-wide benefits of improved physical frequency control performance [70, 100, 101].359

Regulatory mechanisms are ideal for mandating basic FCS capabilities as a condition for access or where360

FCS faces significant barriers to efficient price formation or unbundled procurement. The latter reasons are361

particularly pertinent in the NEM. Whilst IBR such as battery energy storage systems, distributed PV-362

battery virtual power plants and one wind farm are currently providing FCAS in the NEM [102, 103, 104],363

current FCAS prices do not appear to be incentivising frequency control from the vast majority of VRE364

generators which have business models centered around energy provision [7, 93]. In such cases, regulatory365

requirements can assist in ensuring adequate frequency response from power system resources. In addition,366

the NEM’s shortfall mechanism enables the procurement of inertial response, which is difficult to price due367

to its inseparability from system strength services and unit commitment costs [6].368

However, it may be difficult for regulatory mechanisms to ensure that physical performance requirements369

are met in systems rapidly facing more power electronic-based control systems, lower levels of operational370

inertial response and higher variability and uncertainty of different scales and nature. Regulatory mechanisms371

are often only updated after a number of years to reduce the burden placed on connecting resources. As such,372

they are slow to respond to changing capabilities and requirements. This delay often makes new standards373

and requirements reactive rather than proactive. For example, AEMO can only review generator technical374

performance standards every 5 years [75], a timeframe in which the solar PV capacity installed in the NEM375

has more than quadrupled (2015-2020) [105].376

Additional concerns with regulatory mechanisms include poor dynamic efficiency and opaque costs. In377

the absence of remuneration or incentives, particularly those that are linked to the quality of frequency378

response, there is no incentive to innovate or invest in higher-quality frequency control capabilities [7].379

Furthermore, cost opacity may lead to FCS provision costs being internalised within other prices (e.g. energy)380

by participants and prevent the implementation of disincentives through cost-allocation mechanisms.381

4.5. Preference for market-based arrangements382

Since the establishment of the NEM, a competition norm has been established, with markets being383

viewed as a key driver for delivering the National Electricity Objective of "efficient investment in, and384

efficient operation and use of electricity services" [106, 107].385
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This norm has pervaded all levels of participation and governance in the NEM. Generator owners opposed386

the mandatory nature of the mandatory PFR rule change on the basis that a lack of remuneration was against387

market principles and that it would lead to economically inefficient outcomes [108, 109, 110]. AEMO did not388

include a headroom requirement in its proposal, making the mandatory PFR rule change more palatable389

to market bodies and participants. The AEMC, who have expressed a clear preference for market-based390

approaches [84], included a sunset clause in the final rule change. Furthermore, within a suite of rule changes391

proposals submitted to the AEMC [85, 93, 111] and the scope of the ESB’s post-2025 market design process392

[98, 112], several new system services markets for inertial response, FFR, PFR and TFR are being considered.393

If incentives or remuneration are designed correctly, markets can spur investment in high-quality FCS394

capability and assist a power system in achieving a dynamically efficient outcome. However, in some cases395

new FCS markets may serve as ’patchwork’ solutions to existing control deficiencies and market failures.396

These deficiencies and failures could be partially addressed by improving FCS cost allocation processes,397

verifying FCS performance and linking incentives to higher quality provision.398

Efficient Causer Pays cost-allocation mechanisms in FCS markets could provide suitable disincentives for399

undesirable behavior, such as deviation from dispatch targets. In the NEM, the aggregation of regulation400

FCAS Causer Pays contribution factors over time and a portfolio has resulted in a blunt frequency401

performance market signal. The solution to this problem may not be as simple as disaggregation as potential402

exposure to high instantaneous FCS costs may lead to participants curtailing or decommitting resources403

rather than providing an assisting frequency response. This has been observed in the NEM when regional404

constraints have resulted in regulation FCAS [84] and contingency FCAS [113] price spikes.405

An alternative to Causer Pays is to allocate costs based on needs (’User Pays’), such that connected406

equipment imposing RoCoF or frequency constraints pay for FCS. ’Users’ of frequency control currently407

include synchronous machines and IBR that have not been configured to ride-through higher RoCoFs and408

greater frequency deviations. Following more extreme frequency deviations, the former may suffer equipment409

damage whereas both have the potential to trip [39, 40]. A User Pays approach to cost-allocation could410

encourage resources to be more resilient to frequency deviations and thereby reduce system FCS costs,411

particularly if a significant proportion of connected equipment are IBR that can be configured to ride-through412

such disturbances.413

Beyond choosing who costs should be allocated to and what an appropriate granularity for cost-allocation414

might be, market designers should ensure that the chosen methodology is transparent, can be understood by415

participants and that any calculations can be replicated using accessible data. If appropriate design choices416

are made, efficient cost-allocation could create counter-parties for financial instruments that hedge price risk417

[31, 114]. FCS derivatives can support business models in which FCS is a major revenue stream, assist in418

FCS price formation and drive investment in FCS capabilities [6, 115].419

While many FCS markets compensate capacity and/or delivery, few align enablement or compensation420

with performance. Examples of such alignment include the PJM Interconnection, where each part of the421

offer and the remuneration for regulation services is adjusted by a unit’s performance score [23], and in the422

UK, where remuneration for Enhanced Frequency Response may be penalised or altogether withdrawn due423

to poor performance [28]. Such market features should not only incentivise higher quality frequency control424

performance, but also potentially reduce procurement requirements and improve FCS cost efficiency [7].425

Performance-based design essentially recognises that there is a spectrum of FCS capabilities. This426

recognition is lacking in the NEM, where battery energy storage systems are responding precisely and427

rapidly to AGC regulation signals but are being paid the same as thermal plant that provide lower quality428

regulation FCAS [116]. However, the implementation of performance-based remuneration is contingent on429

the SO verifying FCS provision. While AEMO has outlined FCAS delivery measurement standards and430

verification principles [72], it is unclear whether AEMO or the AER is systematically verifying FCS delivery431

or monitoring whether resources are able to comply with their enabled offers (aside from considering technical432

feasibility in dispatch)7.433

An outstanding challenge in FCS markets is the issue of price formation. Ideally, the price of provision434

should be explicit, transparent and recognise the true value of the service alongside any opportunity-costs435

7Only one FCAS non-compliance penalty has been issued by the AER (to the authors’ best knowledge). However, the
instances of non-compliance that triggered the penalty (incorrect frequency response settings) were self-reported by the market
participant [117, 118].
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incurred by the supplying participant. Achieving this through FCS market design is challenging due to the436

somewhat arbitrary distinction between FCS products and their centralised procurement, which is a result437

of the public good characteristics of frequency control [16, 119],438

In markets such as the NEM where FCS are co-optimised with energy, the opportunity-cost of FCS439

provision may be a component of FCS prices [92, 120]. Since the procured volume of FCS is equivalent to a440

vertical demand curve, prices will be suppressed if several synchronous generators offer these services at low441

prices and their opportunity-costs are relatively low [120, 121]. This will limit the incentives for provision442

and investment in FCS capability, particularly for high capital, low operating cost IBR [7, 122]. This issue443

may be resolved by strengthening scarcity pricing in FCS markets through system demand curves. The444

AEMC and ESB are currently considering implementing such curves for all existing and proposed FCAS445

[85, 112]. However, the shape of these system demand curves and how they account for interdependent or446

interchangeable FCAS will ultimately dictate their success.447

5. Conclusion448

Whilst recent years have seen increasing participation from demand response and IBR, energy transition449

and a pervasive competition norm have exposed design issues in the NEM’s frequency control arrangements.450

Regulatory mechanisms have been implemented or reintroduced to address performance issues and increasing451

costs, but have been constrained by rule makers in favour of introducing new FCS markets and minimising452

the impact to existing energy and FCS markets.453

From our analysis of the NEM, we share four key insights below that may assist operators, regulators and454

market-bodies in achieving effective and efficient frequency control arrangements during energy transition,455

both in the NEM and other power systems with competitive markets for FCS:456

1. Control deficiencies may not be addressable through introducing new FCS. While these solutions may457

address emerging needs (e.g. low-inertia operation), SOs and market bodies need to better understand458

the interdependency, interoperability and interchangeability between FCS to ensure that frequency459

control is first and foremost effective. Once this has been achieved, the efficiency of arrangements can460

be improved through mechanisms such as dynamic procurement and co-optimising the procurement461

of interchangeable FCS.462

2. FCS prices should as best possible reflect the true value of the services both now and into the463

future to incentivise investments in FCS capability. Strengthening scarcity pricing by better reflecting464

the system’s preference for security and reliability can achieve this. Such pricing mechanisms are465

complementary to appropriate and efficient cost-allocation based on causation or needs. Both efficient466

price formation and cost-allocation will improve the potential for FCS derivatives, which may provide467

price signals for investment in FCS capability.468

3. Participants in FCS markets should not be remunerated unless delivery of, or the ability to deliver469

a service is deemed sufficient. SOs should systematically and frequently verify FCS delivery, and470

where possible, the ability to deliver FCS. If such monitoring is in place, FCS remuneration can471

be performance-based to drive the provision of high quality FCS. Performance monitoring would472

also enable the SO to assess FCS arrangements and identify any deficiencies in control action or473

procurement.474

4. During energy transition, a suitable set of frequency control arrangements will most likely involve a475

combination of market-based and regulatory mechanisms. Frequency control is a power system public476

good and achieving frequency stability requires a degree of coordination and cooperation between477

resources. These characteristics make it difficult to establish complete markets for FCS, and an478

emphasis on market solutions may obscure these characteristics to market participants and undermine479

effective control. Regardless of whether arrangements are skewed towards market-based mechanisms or480

regulatory mechanisms, designers should avoid assumptions regarding the provision of FCS capability481

over time, particularly when there is a pervading competition norm and effective frequency control482

relies on sequential and hierarchical control actions.483
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